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Abstrat. The artile desribes the most reent ontributions of ASDEX Upgrade to

ITER in the �eld of disruption studies. (1) The ITER spei�ations for the halo ur-

rent magnitude are based on data olleted from several tokamaks and summarized in the

plot of the toroidal peaking fator versus the maximum halo urrent fration. Even if

the maximum halo urrent in ASDEX Upgrade reahes 50 % of the plasma urrent, the

duration of this maximum lasts a fration of a ms. Simulations of plasmas undergoing

vertial displaement are arried out with the MHD-transport odes TSC and DINA to

reprodue the measured evolution of the halo urrent and validate these odes for extrap-

olation to ITER. (2) Long-lasting asymmetries of the halo urrent are rare and do not

give rise to large asymmetri omponent of the mehanial fores on the mahine. Di�er-

ently from JET, these asymmetries are neither loked nor exhibit a stationary harmoni

struture. (3) Reent work on disruption predition has onentrated on the searh for a

simple funtion of the most relevant plasma parameters, able to disriminate between the

safe and pre-disruption phases of a disharge. For this purpose, the disruptions of the

last years have been lassi�ed in groups and disriminant analysis was employed for the

variable seletion and the derivation of the disriminant funtion. (4) The attainment of

the ritial density for the ollisional suppression of the runaway eletrons seems to be

tehnially and physially possible on our medium size tokamak. The CO2 interferome-

ter and the AXUV diagnosti provide information on the highly 3D impurity transport

proess during the whole plasma quenh.

1 Introdution

Plasma disruptions represent a hazard for the strutural integrity of ITER, sine they will

generate runaway eletrons, large mehanial fores and thermal loads. The ontribution

of the existing tokamaks to ITER onsists, �rstly, in re�ning the haraterization of these

loads and their extrapolation, on the basis of physial models, and seondly, in learning to

predit, avoid and mitigate disruptions. The ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) researh program
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overs these spei� topis and this paper reports on signi�ant progress made reently

in these areas. For work on disruption avoidane, not disussed in this ontribution, the

reader is referred to referene [1℄.

2 Halo urrent

The halo urrent auses large eletromagneti fores and, from an engineering point

of view, its magnitude and spatial distribution must be known for dimensioning the

interepted strutures. The analysis of the halo urrent evolution in AUG is of partiular

interest for the following reasons: The devie is equipped with a large number of detetors

whih allow the reonstrution of the urrent pro�le on the divertors and on the heat

shield in di�erent toroidal setors. AUG has always reported halo urrent magnitudes

larger than those in other tokamaks ([2℄, [3℄); the reasons for this are still unknown.

Moreover, the halo urrent exhibits large toroidal asymmetries orrelated with strong

MHD ativity. Kink modes are believed to ause large asymmetries of the halo urrent

[4℄ and to drive the large horizontal fores observed up to now only in JET [5℄-[6℄. At

present, no physis-based model is available for the predition of the amplitude of these

modes in ITER and any further understanding of their driving mehanism is valuable.

The ITER spei�ations for the expeted magnitude of the halo urrent and its degree

of toroidal asymmetry have been based up to now on data olleted from several tokamaks

and summarized in the plot of the toroidal peaking fator, TPF , versus the maximum

halo urrent fration, max(Ih)=Ip;0 (see �gure 64 of [2℄ and �gure 42 of [3℄). This TPF is,

more preisely, taken at the time of the maximum halo urrent fration; in this work we

de�ne TPFm � TPF (tmax(Ih)=Ip;0). Currently, there is no physis based spei�ation for

the time history of Ih and TPF ; nevertheless, the information on the duration ofmax(Ih)

and TPFm, that is on the impulse exerted, is required for the design of the mehanial

strutures, sine their dynami response depends also on the load waveform. The data

points in the aforementioned plot reah the max(Ih)=Ip;0 � TPFm = 0:75 boundary [2℄,

whih represents a hallenging load for the mehanial design of the strutures, if ap-

plied during the whole urrent quenh. A self-onsistent simulation of the whole vertial

displaement (VD), following or preeding a disruption, is required to predit the halo

urrent time history and detailed ode benhmark is in progress (see setion 3). The

value of max(Ih)=Ip;0 an reah 50 % in AUG, as it is shown in �gure 1, although the

mean of its statistial distribution amounts to 27 % for unmitigated disruptions; miti-

gated disruptions have a muh lower halo urrent. VDEs and VDs following entered

disruptions have a similar distribution density on this �gure. This happens beause often

the thermal quenh of entered disruptions leaves residual thermal energy in the plasma

and the fast deay of the urrent starts only later when the plasma has displaed verti-

ally and is limited by the divertor. This type of VD needs to be onsidered as one of

the ITER disruption senarios, sine so far only the VD with fast urrent quenh after

thermal quenh has been examined [7℄; in this ase the VD ours at redued plasma
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urrent and generates a small fration Ih=Ip;0.

Several disharges are lose to the max(Ih)=Ip;0 � TPFm = 0:75 boundary. Inde-

pendently of where the disharge is loated along the boundary, the large max(Ih)=Ip;0
or/and TPFm last 0.2-0.4 ms, and they typially oinide with the appearane of a large

perturbation of the magneti on�guration with a toroidal mode number n = 1. The

n = 1 halo urrent struture survives for a few ms, it is generally loked or rotates slowly

with a frequeny � 1 kHz, at most 1.5 times around the torus. The rotation is mostly in

the ounter-Ip diretion but ases with o-Ip are also known.

The di�erene between the high max(Ih)=Ip;0 and the high TPFm data points along

the boundary seems to be due to the di�erent amplitudes and rotation frequeny of the

n = 1 halo urrent perturbation and its ourrene in time, with respet to tmax(Ih)=Ip;0 .

How this depends on the plasma parameters is not known. If the urrent deay is faster

than the shrinking of the plasma ross setion (large safety fator) and strong interation

with the plasma wall is missing, suh as after massive gas injetion, then the strong MHD

event is not visible and the halo urrent is toroidally symmetri.

In order to �nd ases with long lasting asymmetries, the following asymmetry (A)

fator has been de�ned (following [8℄ and [9℄) and alulated for the shots of the database:

A(t) = maxi[Ii(t)� Ih(t)℄=Ip;0 � [TPF (t)� 1℄Ih(t)=Ip;0 (1)

The 10 ases with the largest
R
A(t)dt have been analyzed in more detail: They om-

prise an equal number of VDEs and VDs after entered disruptions, ohmi and auxiliary

heated plasmas (with up to 7.5 MW), with di�erent values of q95. The analysis of the

fast Mirnov oil measurements show that the origin of the large halo urrent asymmetry

an vary: In addition to the ases in whih a large amplitude but short lived n = 1 mode

grows, other senarios are found. In some disharges, low m� and n�number modes,

rotating up to the thermal quenh, seem to survive it, slow down onsiderably and ause

the asymmetry of the halo urrent. This ase is rather ommon for VDEs with NBI input

torque and it is illustrated in �gure 2 (a): An m=n = 2=1 mode is rotating during the

VDE, it slows down onsiderably when the vertial position of the plasma urrent enter

zurr � 0:3 m (t = 2.2785 s) and looses its regular sinusoidal form. Between t=2.280 s and

the end of the urrent quenh the toroidal mode number show both even and odd om-

ponents; the poloidal mode number annot be determined after 2.280 s beause the oil

measurements are saturated in this ase. Figures 2 (b) and () show that the halo urrent

modulation (loal measurement and toroidal average respetively) is orrelated with the

B� osillations and that the amplitude of the poloidally loalized toroidal asymmetri

omponent an be muh larger than the symmetri one.

In none of the disharges analyzed a stationary mode with a well de�nedm=n struture

develops, ontrary to the JET VDEs, in whih several periods of a sinusoidal modulation

of the halo urrent is observed [10℄. Moreover, large horizontal fores on the AUG vessel

have never been reorded up to now.
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3 Simulation of VDEs

Simulations of AUG VDEs and entered disruptions are urrently being arried out [11℄-

[13℄ with the MHD-transport odes DINA [14℄ and TSC [15℄. These odes rely on 2D self-

onsistent models (from the eletromagneti point of view) of the plasma and surrounding

ondutors and an predit the evolution of the halo urrent if the halo region properties,

namely width and temperature are given. For existing experiments, the halo properties

an be hosen to �t the experimental measurements; a rational hoie of these parameters

an then be used for ITER simulations.

This work is part of the e�ort made by the existing tokamaks in the framework

of the ITPA MHD Topial Group to test the apability of the respetive halo models

to reprodue the spatial and temporal evolution of the measured halo urrent, and to

haraterize the development of the halo region. This benhmark will ontribute to

legitimize the use of these odes for the predition of ITER halo urrents.

4 Predition of disruptions

The plasma ontrol system on ITER foresees a subsystem for exeption handling [16℄,

whih should be able to perform a ontrolled emergeny shut-down or trigger a fast

mitigated termination. Every tokamak implements already protetion measurements

and has some kind of disruption alarm; however no reliable disruption predition system

exists yet in present-day mahines and there is no general onsensus on a onept.

Stritly speaking, a major disruption is not the result of a deterministi proess.

Several ases of AUG disharges repeated with same mahine and - as far as ontrollable

- plasma parameters are known, whih an undergo either a minor or a major disruption

at a ertain point in the disharge. Figure 4 shows an example of two equal disharges

disrupted, one at high � and the other one at low � after a VDE indued by a minor

disruption. Prediting major disruptions is therefore a statistial problem. The onset of

the instability, major or minor, seems to be more reproduible.

Several publiations on disruption predition based on statistial methods have ap-

peared in the last deade (see for example [17℄-[23℄ publisher after 2005). They have

shown that with a limited number of mahine and plasma parameters, available in real

time, and a database of safe and disruptive disharge phases, it is possible to build a

omplex funtion whih an predit the disruption ourrene with a relatively small

rate of false alarms (some %) and a large suess rate (80-90 %). For example, a neural

network trained with the disharges of the last years has been ontinuously updated,

supplemented with a novelty detetion algorithm and is available for the AUG operation

[24℄.

Although a physis-based algorithm, whih does not have to rely on a large database

of disruptions, would be desirable, as a matter of fat, there is not a unique disruption

preursor, whih an be used as disruption alarm. Reent work in this area, on AUG, has

onentrated on the searh for a simple funtion of the most relevant plasma parameters,
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whih an disriminate between the safe and pre-disruption phases of a disharge [25℄.

The aim of this work is to test if the boundary an be expressed by a power law saling

and if this reets the known physis.

The disruptions of the last four years have been analyzed and lassi�ed aording to

their physial auses. Most of the disruptions in this period are of the edge-ooling type or

due to loss of vertial ontrol (52% and 36% respetively); disruptions following the beta

limit (3%) and impurity aumulation (8%) form two smaller groups. The plasma state

is desribed by the following variables: internal indutane (li), line-averaged eletron

density normalized by the Greenwald limit (ne=nGW ), loop voltage (Uloop), radiated power

normalized by the total input power (Prad=Pin), the H fator, beta normalized (�N),

plasma safety fator (q95), elongation, triangularity and plasma form (limiter/divertor).

The VDEs an be predited by monitoring the vertial plasma position, sine they

are relatively slow in the shot range analyzed, with respet to the ontrol system yle

time. Disriminant analysis is applied to eah of the other three disruption groups and to

the safe plasma samples. Performing a pre-lassi�ation is quite important in this ase,

sine an e�etive disrimination is only possible with this method when the two groups

an be separated by a (log-)quadrati or (log-)linear funtion of the signi�ant variables.

Eah group is assumed to have a multivariate normal distribution

fg(x) = (2�)�p=2 j�gj
�1=2 exp [�0:5 d 2

g (x)℄ (2)

where d 2
g (x) = (x�Xg)

0��1
g (x�Xg) is the distane of the observation x to the mean of

group g, Xg, and �g is the within-group ovariane matrie. From a geometrial point of

view, the intersetion between the two fg de�ne a multi-D surfae (quadrati funtion),

whih redues to a hyper-plane (linear funtion) if the ovariane matries of the two

distributions are equal.

For investigation purposes, the two distributions an be fored to be equal by assuming

a ommon ovariane matrix and estimating it as the linear ombination of the �gs, that

is � � [(n1�1)�1+(n2�1)�2℄=(n1+n2�2) where n1 and n2 are the number of samples

in eah of the two groups. This simplifying assumption allows the derivation of the

linear disriminant funtion desribing the boundary between the two groups. Moreover

the statistial signi�ane of the variables an be determined by means of the Wilks'

Lambda method [27℄ implemented in SAS [28℄.

The most interesting results of this work are that: (1) few plasma parameters (li,

ne=nGW , Uloop or the H fator in order of importane) are neessary to predit the egde-

ooling disruptions, while the addition of other variables does not signi�antly derease

the predition error rate (see �gure 5); (2) linear and quadrati funtions of a few (3-5)

plasma parameters an disriminate between safe and pre-disruption samples with a small

error rate and predit the edge-ooling disruptions (see �gure 6). The variables, whih

allow to disriminate between safe and pre-disruption states of one lass of disruptions

should be universal among tokamaks. The oeÆients in the formula desribing the

boundary might need to be �ne-tuned for eah devie.
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Disriminant analysis, with the same variables as above, is not suessful in prediting

disruptions following beta limit and impurity aumulation. Nevertheless, beta limit

disruptions are always preeded by the development of detetable magneti modes, whih

must be used for their predition. Impurity aumulation does not neessarily or rapidly

lead to disruption, and it an easily be deteted by the ratio between the radiated power

from the plasma enter and plasma periphery. The AUG ontrol system has then the

possibility of turning on entral heating or starting the premature shut-down of these

plasmas [29℄.

5 Experiments of massive gas injetion

The ritial eletron density, n, required to assure the ollisional suppression of runaway

eletrons in ITER disruptions is between one and two orders of magnitude larger than

the one needed for fores and heat load mitigation. Progress has been made in AUG in

attaining an e�etive eletron density loser to the ritial one, namely ne;eff=n � 24%,

by injeting 3.3 bar�l of neon [31℄. At this large amount of injeted impurities, the

fuelling eÆieny remains at the level of 20 % for plasmas with a modest thermal energy

(< 0:4 MJ). Nevertheless, a signi�ant derease of the fuelling eÆieny with inreasing

plasma thermal energy has been observed at large amounts of injeted helium and neon

atoms. This ould be due to the rB drift, whih has been observed to favor deeper fuel

penetration and higher fuelling eÆieny of pellets when launhed from the high �eld site.

Presently, the attainment of n in the medium size tokamak AUG seems to be tehnially

and physially possible and other fast valves are planned to be installed on the high and

low �eld side.

It is unrealisti to assume that the plasma density ould be inreased up to n over

the whole plasma ross setion before the thermal quenh, sine it has been observed

in several devies [32℄-[34℄ that the thermal quenh is triggered when the impurity bulk

has reahed a ux surfae with q � 2. Nevertheless, this does not exlude a-priori that

MGI an be used for runaway suppression, providing that the ore density inreases after

the thermal quenh fast enough to stop the runaway eletrons and their generation in

the plasma enter. Measurements indiate that during the thermal quenh the mobility

of the impurities inreases radially and toroidally, and that during the urrent quenh

strong radiation is loalized at or lose to the plasma ore. Nevertheless, no ode an

presently simulate the omplex MHD and transport phenomena triggered by MGI and

predit the redistribution of the impurity ions in a plasma.

The CO2 interferometer and the AXUV ameras have been valuable diagnostis in

the study of impurity assimilation and redistribution.

The CO2 interferometer is loated in setor 11 (�� = �=4 away from the valve) and

provides density measurements along three vertial ords, whose geometry is shown in

the inset of �gure 7. For moderate amounts of injeted neon (Ninj � 4 � 1022), the

line averaged eletron density measured by the V-1 and V-2 hannels evolve similarly
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during the entire disruption, indiating a relatively fast poloidal redistribution of the

density. Helium has the tendeny to build a MARFE-like struture on the high �led side,

partiularly at low-moderate injeted amounts, as shown in �gure 8. In this ase, the

density rise (phase I) is ompleted when large MHD ativity (phase II) starts. The edge

hord V-3 shows a strongly modulated but gradual deay of the density, apparently not

aelerated by the MHD ativity. The hord V-2 views a region of high density, also seen

by the fast CCD amera as a radiating struture poloidally loalized on the inner wall

(MARFE). This strong poloidal asymmetry persists during phase II.

At large amounts of injeted impurities, independent of the thermal energy and type

of gas, the density distribution is poloidally and toroidally very asymmetri, as shown

in �gure 7, implying that multiple valves are needed to distribute the density further.

The fast urrent deay and the low mobility of the impurities onstitutes physis limits

to their redistribution in the AUG plasma. Care was taken in alulating the fuelling

eÆieny by time averaging the V-1 and V-2 measurements in the time interval �tFeff
(�gure 7), i.e. between the thermal quenh onset and the time at whih the plasma

urrent has deayed to 20 % of its predisruptive value [31℄.

As illustrated in �gure 11, the AXUV diagnosti onsists of several diode arrays

viewing the plasma in setor 13, where the valve is situated (� = 0) and in seond 5,

loated a toroidal angle �� = � apart. The AXUV measurements (�gure 11) learly

show the highly 3D nature of impurity transport. During the few ms of the ooling phase

(de�ned as the time interval between the arrival of the impurities at the edge and the onset

of the thermal quenh), a highly radiating struture, �rst loalized at the plasma edge

and slowly moving inwards, is made visible by the vertial AXUV amera at � = 0. This

struture an be identi�ed with the steep positive gradient of the impurity atoms di�using

into the plasma and with the negative gradient of the plasma temperature deaying to a

few eV towards the plasma edge beause of the large radiation. The radial movement of

the old front an be understood in terms of radial di�usion of the injeted impurities.

Simulations arried out with the SOLPS ode [35℄ yield an evolution of the density and

temperature time history (�gure 9) omparable with the experimentally observed one

and visualize the radial impurity penetration. This emissivity front moves towards the

plasma enter, does not penetrate up to it but reahes a surfae with q � 2 within 2

ms; afterward the thermal quenh sets in. Filamentary strutures detah from this front,

they are short lived and annot be identi�ed in the setor � = �.

During the ooling phase the plasma radiates between 10 and 70 % of its thermal

energy mostly lose to the valve loation. The attempt of explaining this large variabil-

ity range in terms of di�erent plasma or gas parameters has not been suessful up to

now. Figure 10 shows that neither q95 nor Ninj or the gas sort an explain the di�erent

magnitude of plasma energy loss during the ooling quenh.

The toroidal distribution of the impurities is not known preisely. Nevertheless it is

observed that the power radiated in the setor � = � during this phase is a very small

fration of the power radiated in the setor of gas injetion. This must be a onsequene,

due to their low temperature, of the low toroidal ion mobility.
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During the thermal quenh (lasting 1 ms) the impurity partiles seem to di�use around

the torus and penetrate into the plasma: The thermal energy, still on�ned in the plasma,

heats up the impurity ions and neutrals at the plasma edge, and transiently inreases their

temperature and mobility. As a matter of fat, both vertial AXUV ameras �� = �

apart reord a radiated emission one order of magnitude larger than during the rest of the

disruption. The tomographi reonstrution of the radiation pro�le in setor 5 during

the thermal and beginning of the urrent quenhes show a rapid poloidal and radial

redistribution of the impurity atoms; during the urrent quenh after helium injetion

and to a less degree after neon pu�, the radiated power omes from the plasma bulk.

6 Summary

In the area of disruption studies for ITER, the main AUG ahievements of the last two

years an be summarized as follows:

(1) The halo urrent an reah 50 % of the plasma urrent, independently of the

disruption type, but this maximum value lasts a fration of a ms. The question whether

2D MHD transport odes like DINA and TSC an reprodue max(Ih)=Ip;0 is under in-

vestigation.

(2) The toroidal halo urrent asymmety is typially aused by a large magneti per-

turbation with a toroidal mode number n=1, appearing at the maximum of the vertial

displaement during the urrent queh. This perturbation lasts one millisend. Long-lives

asymmetries are an exeption in AUG and they neither exhibit a regular periodi stru-

ture nor are loked. Large horizontal fores on the AUG vessel have never been reorded

up to now.

(3) A preliminary lassi�ation of disruptions in groups, whih reets their physial

ause, allows to apply the disriminant analysis to �nd funtions desribing the boundary

between eah group and the safe plasma states. Disruptions aused by edge-ooling an

be predited by a simple linear or quadrati funtion of 3-5 plasma variables. Disruptions

following beta limit and impurity aumulation are more unpreditable and additional

preursors (MHD, for example) must be used for their foreast.

(4) The attainment of the ritial density in the medium size tokamak AUG seems to

be tehnially and physially possible and other fast valves are planned to be installed on

the high and low �eld side. They will favor the redistribution of the injeted impurities

around the torus, whih is otherwise prevented by the low ion temperature and mobility.
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